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SAFETY NOTE-

EXPOSURE TO RADIATION FROC THE CR-4 LASER USED
V7ITH THIS INTERFEROt,7TER CAN PRODUCE SKIN P7URNE AND
PERPIANENT DESTRUCTION OF VISION. ONLY PERSOnNEL
SPECIFICALLY AUTHOr-ISED BY THE TRANSOIIC A3MMOrYNAIICS
GP.OUP LEADER .A.W USE THE EQUIPIENT -17D ALL PRECAUTIONS
N1UST BE TAI(E!1 TO PROTECT OPERATORS AND CASUAL PASSERS-
BY FROll ACCIDENrAL EXPOSURE. THIS PROBLEM IS
PARTICULARLY ACUTE IN THE TUNNEL CONTnOL 1ROC'? SINC' IT
IS ALSO USED AS A THOr.OUGIFARE.



1. INTRODUCTION

A new laser interferometer arrangement based on a conven-
tional wind tunnel schlieren system was developed by the present author
during 1977. This interferometer is thought to have significant
advantages over other similar arrangements and a full description of
the design along with test results from a prototype instrument is
presented in Ref. 1.

A version of this interferometer specifically designed
for use with the transonic wind tunnel 406 mm schlieren system has now
(July 1979) been completed. The instrument has been used to record
over 200 interferograms and can be regarded as part of the standard
tunnel instrumentation.

In this meriorandum the setting up and operation of the
instrument are described in detail. Notes on the range of application
of the interferometer and interferogram analysis are also included.

The reader's attention is drawn to the requirement for
obtaining the group leader's authorisation before using the laser.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

The arrangement of the interferometer at the source (in
"U" of tunnel) and receiving (in control room) ends of the system is
shown diagramatically in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The laser,
pockels cell, electro-mechanical shutter and spatial filter beam
expander are mounted on a wooden structure which is supported by a
tubular steel outrigger frame attached to the source schlieren box
(Fig. 3). It is intended in due course to replace the wooden structur
with a permanent metal frame. A laser power meter (Coherent Radiation
model number 210) is mounted so that it can be conveniently interposed
between the laser and the pockels cell. Inside the source schlieren
box the reference beam focusing lens and additional plane mirror
(Fig. 1) are mounted on an optical rail which is bolted to the floor
of the box. The lens is supported by a five degree of freedom mount
which is fabricated from Ealing-Beck components (rig. 4). The schlieren
light source components can be left undisturbed during interferometric
operation and the additional interferometer components can be left
in place during schlieren operation.

At the receiving end of the system, to convert from
schlieren to interferometric operation, the knife edge must be removed
and the reference beam expanding lens, beam folding mirror, camera lens
and camera, inserted (Figs. 2 and 5). All the additional components
mount on the existing optical rails. The reference beam expanding lens
is supported by an identical mounting to the reference beam focusing lens.
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A simple paper tube between the camera lens and camera is used to
reduce the background light reaching the film to a level where normal

9control room illumination can be used during interferometer operation.

The laser modulation, and mechanical and electro-ontic
shutters are driven by a control unit which is triggered by the camera
electronic flash synchronisation contacts. Circuit and timing diagrams
for the control unit are presented in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The
resistor-capacitor network on the flash synch. input is designed to
suppress false triggerinc caused by electrical pick-up in the wiring
connecting the camera to the control unit. In Fig. 8 a -hotoc raph of
the control unit, the laser power meter and the high voltage pulse
amplifier which drives the electro-optic shutter is presented.

The reasons for the use of the relatively complex laser
output control system described above are as follows: It is knovw from
previous workl that a laser output pulse a few microseconds long with
a power of at least one watt is required to obtain good quality inter-
ferograms. The CR4 SO Argon ion laser was selected as the rost suitable
of the lasers available within the transonic tunnel group. This laser
has an external modulation input which unfortunately, due to a band-
width limitation of a few kilohertz, is unsuitable for the production
of microsecond pulses. The preferred method of producing short pulses
from a M] laser of this type is the use of an intra-cavity electro-
optic 0 switch. Unfortunately no suitable device was available from
the laser manufacturer and the in-house development of such an arrange-
ment was thought to be uneconomiic. The method adopted involves the
use of an electro-optic modulator in the laser output beam. Most
available modulators have an extinction ratio of about 1000:1 and a
one millisecond mechanical shutter was therefore added to ?revent the
modulator off state leakage exposing the film durincT the relatively
long camera shutter open time required for flash synchronisation with
a focal plane shutter. Ieither the mechanical shutter nor the electro-

optic modulator could safely block the full laser output power for
long periods. Therefore the laser modulation input is used to produce
30 msec. bursts of laser output when an output pulse is required.
The resulting arrangement, despite its complexity, has proved completely
satisfactory in practice.

3. SETTING UP AND ADJUSTMEU1 T

(a) READ SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS A17D CHAPTERS 1 TO 3 OF REF. 2.

(b) Set up laser ,ith single line mirror (model 434 wavelength
selector) and adjust to maximise output in 514.5 m green line (at
least 1.5 W should be obtained).
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(c) I" the syster, is not already assembled; place the laser
head, power meter head, electro-o-tic modulator, mechanical shutter
and snatial filter on their supporting frame (Fig. 3). Take or clieck
the following electrical interconnections:

i) The camera synch. in pluq on the control unit is connected
to the flash synchronisation contacts on the camera via
the existing schlieren flash source trigger wiring.
(Note; Use upper set of contacts on Praktina camera).

(ii) The Unblitz shutter plug on the control unit is connected
to the mechanical shutter.

(iii) The laser modulation output on the control unit is
connected to the modulation input plug on the rear of the

laser power supply.

(iv) The pockels cell output on the control unit is connected
to the input plug on the PA 75 pulse amplifier.

(v) The high voltage output and bias plugs on the pulse
amplifier are connected to the two inputs (either way
around) on the PC 19 electro-optic modulator.

(d) Place laser power meter head so that it intercepts the laser

output, set laser modulation potentiometer on control unit to 000 and
turn laser modulation miitch to "on'. (Note: When changing any of
the switch settings on the control unit press the test button to
ensure that the control unit cycles to the desired state. The test
button may fail to work if an uncocked camera is connected to the
camera synch. input). Switch laser power supply mode switch to
"current" and start laser (Ref. 2). Using the power supply "current
adjust" knob set the laser current so that the plasma is alight
but the tube is not lasin.- (about 10 to 15A). Adjust excitation
potentiometer to give an output of about 100 mV°. A power level of
100 mW or slightly less has been found to be convenient for setting

up purposes since it is sufficient to make the beam easily visible
even when expanded to the full system aperture but low enough to avoid
damage to any of the optical components used.

N.B. POWER OUTPUTS GREATER THAN 100 mV MUST NEVER
BEL BLOCKED BY THL ELECTRO-OPTIC MODULATOR OR
MECHANICAL SHUTTER, OR ALLOWED TO PASS THROUGH
THE SPATIAL FILTER, FOR MORE THAN ? BOUT 100 mec.

(e) Remove pin hole fror, spatial filter (it is just held in

place by magnets) anO rerove the power meter head from the laser beam.
Adjust alignment of optical cowrponents so that laser beam passes cleanlv
through centre of electro-optic modulator and mechanical shuttcr and
the expanded beam from the microscope objective is centred on the hole
in the side of the schlieren box.
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(f) Rotate electro-optic iiodulator until the axis of the input
polariser is aliqned with the laser output polarisation. This is
done by finding the position where the least light is scattered fron
the sides of the input nolarisinn prism. Switch on mains and 7HT
switches on PA 75 pulse amiplifier 3 (-ig. C). t.ith the nockels cell
switch on the control unit in the open' position adjust the 'set
bias: control on the pulse amplifier tcr maximise the modulator
transmission. This can be most easily done by minimising the lic ht
scattered from the modulator output polariser. !1ith the pockels cell
switch on the control unit in the closed position adjust the set
output;' control on the pulse am plifier to minimise modulator transmis-
sion. Chec] nodulator on and off states and make fine adjustments
if necessary. If the outnut sunnlv on the pulse amplifier fails
(which it does with some regularity) it is probably due to the fold

back current limiting protection circuit 3 operatin;. This can be
reset by turning the EHT switch o7f for a few seconds.

(q) 11ith the pockels cell and mechanical shutter both openr
insert the pin hole in the spati,.l filter. Adjust the pin bole
location as follows; hove the pin hole further frov the microscope
objective than the focal plane. Place a white card on the side of
the schlieren box and make X and Y adjustments to the pin hole until

a small spot of light is observed. Slowly move the ' -in hole towards
the lens with the Z micrometer while making X and 1" adjustments to
keep the spot visible. The adjustrent i. correct when an evenly
illuminated expanding bean is obtained without diffraction rings. To
check the focus make a small X or Y adjustment. A sharply cut off
b:,ax indicates correct focus, a slow smear indicates Poor focus. If
the expanding beam ia not ,roperly ,.entred on the hole in the side of
the schlieren box adjust the position of the laser slightly to
recentre it.

(h) Remove the reference beam focusing lens from the source

schlieren box. Adjust the additional plane mirror (Fig. 1) so that
the expanding laser beam fills the existing plane mirror. Adjust the
existing plane mirror so that the beam fills the collimating mirror.
Check the collimation of the resulting beam by introducing a Plane
mirror into the beam leaving the schlieren box and observin; the
location of the source image formed by the reflected light. If properly
collimated the source image will occur in the same plane as the pin
hole. If the collimation is not satisfactory the spatial filter must
be moved along the laser beam axis and the alignment procedure detailed
in (g) repeated. This collimation procedure is difficult and time
consuming but coincidence between pin hole and source image plane of

better than 10 mm can be obtained.
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(i) Adjust collimating mirror so that beam through test section
fills focusing mirror in control room schlieren box. If a two
dimensional model is used in the tunnel, fine adjustments to the
collimating mirror will be recruire to align the beam with the model
surface. This operation is simplified by holding a piece of white card
against the various model surfaces near the test section exit
window and observing the shadows and reflections.

(j) Adjust focusing mirror and two plane mirrors in control room
schlieren box so that beam is centred on plane mirrors and is
horizontal and directly above the optical rail which supports the
camera.

(k) Place the reference beam focusing lens in the source schlieren
box (Figs. 1 & 4). Adjust the lens position to bring the reference
beam to a focus in the tunnel mid plane as low as possible consistent
with the reference beam being captured by the focusing mirror in the

receiving end schlieren box. In practice about 10 mm of the reference
beam can fall below the focusinq mirror without restricting the
interferogram area. When correctly focused the reference beam will be

circular and of equal diameter at the two test section windows. Lightly
polish the test section windows at the reference beam location with a
soft, clean, lint free cloth and observe the reference beam near the
plenum chamber exit window with the aid of a white screen. If the
reference beam illumination shows significant 'fish eyes" or other inter-
ference patterns the reference beam focusing lens should be moved
slightly to place the reference beam on a (hopefully) better area of the
test section windows.

(1) Place a temporary screen in the receiving schlieren box at
the location of the horizontal line of the astigmatic source image
formed by the test beam. Introduce the reference beam expanding lens
(Figs. 2 & 5) and adjust it so that it intercepts the reference beam
and forms a horizontal line image of the same length and coincident with
that formed by the test beam. This matching of astigmatic aberrations
in the two beams produces approximately straight fringes in the
interferograms (Fig. 9). If this matching is not carried out curved
fringes of highly unequal spacing result (Fig. 9) and fringe definition
will be lost over some of the field of view due to the limitations of
film resolution.

(i) Iove the temporary screen to the rear of the receiving
schlieren box (near the around glass screen) and introduce the beam
folding mirror (rigs. 2 & 5) with its leading edge adjacent to the
horizontal line of the astigmatic source images. Adjust this mirror
until the test and reference beams are superimposed on the temoorary
screen with 200 to 300 fringes across the field (Fig. 9). The fringes
are somewhat difficult to see due to unsteadiness and speckle effects.
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(n) Introduce the camera lens (immediately behind the trailing
edge of the beam folding mirror) and the camera (with its normal lenn
removed) as shown in Figs. 2 F, 5. To focus the camera on the tunnel

test section, run the tunnel at a Mach number which will produce stronq
shock waves on the model and slide the camera along its rail until the
shadowgraph image of the shocks is least distinct.

(0) Place power meter in front of laser, set laser modulation

switch on control unit to "on" and set laser output to 1.5 watt using
the laser modulation potentiometer. Switch off laser modulition and
remove power meter. (H.B. It is important that high power laser
outputs (> 100 mW) are never allowed to be blocked by the electro--
optic modulator or mechanical shutter, or allowed to pass through the
spatial filter, for more than about 100 msec.) Put all control switches
on control unit in down position (Fig. 8), place pockels cell time
switch to 5 lisec, connect flash sync. cable to camera and set camera
shutter speed to 1/10 sec. The interferometer should now be ready for
operation. To check the laser control system; remove the camera back,
place a piece of tracing paper in the film plane, cock and release
shutter. The whole film area should be illuminated by a clearly visible
green flash.

(p) Make some test exposures (using Ilford FP-4 film) to
arrive at the optimum number of fringes i.e. the maximum number
obtainable with acceptable contrast. The number of fringes is increased
by raising the leading edge of the beam folding mirror and reduced
by lowering it. This adjustment is quite sensitive and steps of half
a flat of the nuts should be used.

4. OPERATING PROCEDURE

Once set up as described in the previous section the inter-

ferometer is very stable. However it is suggested that the fcllowing
checks be carried out at the start of each day of testing:

(a) !Tith laser modulation 'off" check that plasma is alight
(laser is drawing current) and that it is not lasing.

(1) Adjust laser modulation potentiometer to give an output of
about 100 mi'* and check electro-optic modulator transmission and
extinction and spatial filter pin hole adjustment.

(c) Check centring of spatial filter output beam on hole in
side of schlieren box. If the beam has drifted excessively it can be
moved back with small adjustments of the laser supporting feet or the
laser back mirror.

(d) iiith laser modulation "on" reset power to desired value
(= 1.3 watt). Turn modulation "off" before removing power meter head.

.-I. .
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In addition to the above points a continuous check should
be maintained on the laser cooling water flow and the filter element
replaced when necessary.

The actual operation o' the interferometer consists of
simply loading the camera with film and operating the shutter when
required. A check on the lasez operation can be maintained by watching
the light scattered fro.: the ground edge of the reference beam
expanding lens. During the operation of the interferometer the
schlieren box should not be touched, and if disturbed accidently it
should he left for about 30 sec. to settle down before making the next
exposure. A flexible shutter release must be used to minimise the
disturbance caused by camera operation.

A "no flow" interferogran should be taken immediately before
and after each run. IThen these two no flow interferograms are
superimposed (using the edges of the exposed portion of the film for
alignment, not the edge of the film strip) there should be no more
than two composite fringes covering the field. If an excessive
number of fringes are observed, the entire run should be discarded
since some part of the interferometer has been moved during the course
of the run.

To make prints of the composite interferograms it is
suggested that two separate exposures of the "with flow' and 'no flow"
interferogram negatives be superimposed on a single sheet of high
contrast (Ilfospeed grade 5) paper. The two images must be aligned
using the edges of the exposed film area not the model image which is
usually somewhat blurred. The enlarger red filter can be used during
image alignment and appropriate reference marks made on the paper
using a biro. The enlarger height and focus adjustments must not be
touched between exposures. To produce the best contrast very accurate
enlarger exposure control is required. Exposure changes of about 10

have a marked effect on the results.

Photocopying has been found to have a powerful contrast
enhancing effect on interferograms. If this technique is used the
original enlargement should be somewhat on the light side.

5. NOTES ON INTERFEROMETER SENSITIVITY

The fringe shift (611) obtained from a reference beam inter-

ferometer such as the present instrument is given by
4

6N = ( ref y
o0ro



where k = Gladstone-Date constant

X = I-avelength of liqght used

P Test section density

= Effective density in reference beam
Pref (regarded as a constant for all rays

in reference bear.)

y = Cross strear, co-ordinate

b = Tunnel width.

The wavelengths obtainable from the Argon ion laser vary
by only about 12%. Therefore, unless a totally different tynpe of
laser is used, the fringe shifts obtained are simlply related to the
differences between test bear.- and reference beam densities. In the
present interferometer desian the absolute fringe shift given by
Sqn. (1) is not measured directly, and is not particularly relevant.
Uliat is T.,.ore important froii the point of view of inter feror-ram
analysis is the total number of fringes in the field o' the final
composite interferogram. It can be shown4 ,5 from rqn. (1) that for

a two dimensional model the total nurber of fringes is directly
proportional to the difference betw~een the maximum and minimum densities
in the test beam and independent of the model scale (the model span
beinq constant). For a veneral three dimensional model the total
number of fringes will be approximately proportional to the difference
between the maximum and ininimun.i densities occurring in the flow and
directly proportional to the model scale.

The relationship between the maximum densit- difference
and the test conditions will be developed below.

For compressible isentropic flow-

Po 2 -

where p = Density

M = Mach number

y = aatio of specific heats (1.4 for air)

subscript o =staqnation conditions.
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Noting that the maximum flow density will occur at the stacmation point:
the maximum density difference may be written as:

0 -pmi p (1 Y2 'Pax) (3)

Assuming the Prandtl-Glauert form of the subsonic com-ressible similari-
ty rule:

2 2 Ci + K -1 (4)
max fs 11- lf

where i inimum incompressible pressure coefficient

Subscript fs = Free stream value

If max = Maximum value.

It is known that the maximun Mach number occurring in a subsonic free
stream flow is limited to about 1.4 by the occurrence of shock waves.
When Eqn. 4 yields a value of Mmax greater than this the value, 1.4
should be used in its place. The result of evaluating ecguations (3)
and (4) is presented in ri4. 10.

A typical pair of two and three dimensional interferograms
are presented in Figs. 11 and 12 resnectively. Both models have shock
waves present so the total number of fringes in each interferogran
is at its maximum value for the particular tunnel operating pressure.
Using Figs. 10 to 12 it should be possible to estimate the number of
fringes resulting from any proposed test. In general the interferometer
sensitivity is well matched to the transonic wind tunnel operating
envelope with the exception that small bodies of revolution tend to
produce too few fringes except at the higher Mach numbers. The
foregoing analysis has concentrated on subsonic free stream Nach numbers.
However the interferometer is not limited to subsonic operation and
similar numbers of frinrres are obtained at low supersonic and high
subsonic speeds.

6. INTERFEROGRAM ANALYSIS

It is possible, but very tin, e consuming and difficult, to
analyse general three dimensional flow fields using interferometry.
This operation requires taking a number of interferograms with different
directions of view, diqitisino the interferograms and 'erforming a
quite complex computer analysis 5,6 . Regions of the floi' that are
hidden by the model (e.g. wing body junctions) obviously cannot be
analysed.
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The analysis of flows around bodies of revolution at zero
incidence is considerably simpler. Only one interferogram is required
and the conditions at any point in the flow can 1e obtained from a
relatively simple integral. However t},e problem of digitising the
interferogram for entry into the computer remains.

The analysis of two dimensional flows over aerofoil
sections completely spanning the tunnel is very sinnle and does not
require the use of a computer. The vast majority of quantitative
interferometric work has been, and will probably remain, ttio dimensional.
The fringes in two dimensional interferograms are lines of constant
density and thus constant pressure in isentropic flow. The basic
expression for the analysis of two dimensional isentropic 7lows is4:

FPpr~~k~Y XRT• 7 (
H (L + YU1.1H Y 5

where P = Static pressure at any point

11 Tunnel staonetion pressure

r = Reference pressure

To = Tunnel stagnation temperature

L = Tunnel width

R = Gas constant

k = Gladstone-Date constant

= Wavelength of light used

= Ratio of specific heats

N = Fringe nurber where P is requird
(Pr is the pressure associated
with fringe 0)

There are two approaches to evaluating Eon. 5 depending on whether or
not the model has pressure taPpings.

(i) If the model is not pressure tapped the nressure associated
with some arbitrary fringe (which will be taken as Frinae 0)
can be measured with a small static pressure probe.
Alternatively a fringe which appears to vanish off to
infinity and not loop back to the model can be used as the
reference fringe and assumed to correspond to free stream
pressure. The value of L used should be somewhat less than
the geometric tunnel width due to the presence of the
sidewall boundary layers.

i i i ( I I I- .. -.. ...
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(ii) If the model is pressure tapped (even sparsely) a

fringe that cleanly meets the surface can be selected
as the reference fringe and its pressure obtained
by interpolating the surface pressure readings.
The effective value of the term XRTO can be obtained

KLH
from the number of fringes meeting the surface
between two points of knox& pressures with a monotonic
pressure change between them. This avoids the
uncertainty as to the correct value of L.

Mich ever of the above methods is adopted, the problem
remains of identifying the fringe number at the point where the
pressure is required. In general the procedure is to count from
fringe 0, the only decision required is whether the next fringe is of
higher or lower order (higher or lower pressure). Formally this
will be self evident from the knoirn physics of the flow but in
doubtful cases the information can be obtained from the raw "with-flow
interferogram. In regions of strearmiso compression the fring es
slope upwards and in regions of expansion slope dow.Mwards (Fig. 13).
Shock wiaves tend to divide uP the flow into distinct regions. If
the shock is not too tall it is possible to trace a continuous fringe
over the toD of the shockl (Fic. 11) and thus link the fringe numbering
in the two regions. If the shock extends outside the field of viel.
it is necessary to identify separate reference fringes in each
region.

Ref. 4 contains nuch useful information on interferoqran!
analysis and factors affectin the accuracy of interferonetric results.

7. CONCLUSION

The setting up and operation of the transonic wind tunnel
laser interferometer is described in detail. Notes on the range of
application of the interferometer and interferogram analysis are also

included.

It is intended that this publication along with Ref. 1
provides sufficient infornation to permit an aerodynamicist
without optical experience to succescfully use the instrument.
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4 Watt Argon Ion Laser
(Coherent Radiation CR4 sg)

Pockets cell
Electro-optic modulator
(Electra-Optic Developments PC19)

Electro-mechanical shutter
(Urnilitz26L 2~x5)Reference beam focusinig

lens F -300mm

Spatial filter dia = 40mm
x40 microscope objective & 5 pm pinhole (Melles Griot LA0247)
(Newport Research 900)

- - ________ -Collimating

\- Conventional Schileren l ight source components
mounted along this axis.

FIG. 1 ARRANGEMENT OF SOURCE END OF INTERFEROMETER



Plane mirror

Focusing
mirror

Plane mirror 35mm Camera with focal
plane shutter and no lens.
(Praktina FX)

250mm F4.5 camera lens
(Carl Zeiss)

Front surfaced 75mm x 225mm
beam folding mirror

Reference beam expanding lens.
F = 350mm, dia = 40mm
(Melles Griot LA0277)

FIG. 2 ARRANGEMENT OF RECEIVING END OF INTERFEROMETER
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FIG. 3 PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERFEROMETER COMPONENTS MOUNTED OUTSIDE
SOURCE SCHLIEREN BOX. (Viewed from above)
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Laser modulation
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O Mechanical shutter
Closed(data sheet performance)
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For location of points .1, 2 & 3 see Fig. 6.

FIG. 7 TIMING DIAGRAM FOR INTERFEROMETER CONTROL UNIT
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/ PULSE AMPLIFIER

FIG. 8 PHOTOG-RAPH OF POWER METER, CONTROL UNIT AND PULSE AMPLIFIER
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Test and reference beam astigmatism matched.

Test and reference beam astigmatism not matched.

FIG. 9 NO FLOW INTERFEROGRAMS.
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FIG. 11 INTERFEROGRAM OF FLOW OVER UPPER SURFACE OF SUPERCRITICAL
AEROFOIL BGK- 1
Mach number = 0.85, Incidence = 1.40, Total pressure = 16.8 inches Hg.
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FIG. 12 INTERFEROGRAM OF FLOW OVER 51MM DIAMETER CONE--CYLINDER MODEL.
Mach number -0.90, Incidence 0", Total pressure -- 14.7 inches Hg.
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FIG. 13 ."WITH FLOW" INTERFEROGRAM OF FLOW OVER UPPER SURFACE OF
SUPERCRITICAL AEROFOIL BGK-1.
Mach number =0.85, Incidence =1.40, Total pressure = 16.8 inches Hg.
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